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The Debate with the
Royal Chaplain
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VV hen the dedication ceremonies were over, Manrique took an
early opportunity of going to the palace to thank the King for
sending his doctor. The most convenient way of getting there was
by boat, for the streets during the monsoon were very muddy,
while by creek you could get close to most places in the outer city.
Mrauk-u had a distant resemblance to Venice. Indeed, a Jesuit
called Farinha, who visited it ten years later, uses that comparison
in a letter to Rome. Manrique puts it this way: £ A considerable
river traverses the city, separating as it goes into many branches,
so that most of the streets are waterways, navigable even by large
vessels.' Where these creeks passed through the fortifications,
there were water-gates, commanded by batteries. Most writers
declared the city to be impregnable. But an impregnable city is
like the Golden Age: there has never been one and never will be.
Going from Daingri-pet to the palace one saw the western
section of the town. The houses stood on wooden posts, the roofs
thatched with palm leaves and the walls made of bamboo matting.
'Much ingenuity', notes Manrique, 'is lavished on designing for
them mats of the finest texture and of many colours, neatly and
handsomely woven.' A house was thus a wooden framework fitted
with mats, the same as are most houses to-day in that region, and
not only in Burma, but in all the vast territories of the bamboo,
stretching to Siarn, the Islands, and southern China. 'But the
princes and grandees', continues Manrique, 'have wooden walls
to their palaces which are ornamented with carvings and gilt
mouldings.*
:• On this occasion his boat landed him near the steps which led up
to the west gate, in the outermost wall of the palace-city. He
passed up through that gate with others who had permission to
attend the royal levee and passing in turn through the second and
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